Ken Whitely
After five decades,
veteran musician still
revels in making roots
music recordings.
By Roger Levesque

S

o much music. So many insights.
From the sheer satisfaction
of strumming and singing to
his deepest or more light-hearted songs,
to his work interpreting the tradition, Ken
Whiteley has passed on an amazing legacy
of tunes. Still, it’s hard to think of a set of
songs as personal or reflective as the recent
Calm In The Eye Of The Storm, his first
album in four years.
“I think we live in very troubled times and
that obviously impacts us all as individuals,
so this is really the response to ‘how do
we find peace and calm?’ and that has both
a personal, social, political, and spiritual
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component. It’s a reflection of my own
journey, both the themes and where I’m
at personally, from the 55 years I’ve been
playing music in public and soaking all this
other stuff up.”
As Whiteley hits 69 this spring, it’s hard
to think of anyone else who is such an institution of Canadian folk music, a multi-instrumentalist and multi-linguist in the
sub-genres and dialects of folk and blues
traditions, a curious man with a youthful
spirit at heart. All that and his big hair, as
if he might be a hermit lost for decades
on some deserted island or mountainous
retreat.
The album’s opening track, Lay My
Burden By The River, was inspired by a
month-long trip to the Himalayas and the
source of the Ganges River that Whiteley
made in 2000, an experience that had to
evoke a song if anything would. Not all the
tunes start from such exotic signposts but,
either way, it’s an entertaining set.
Friends and family figure significantly in

his musical backing and themes. The title
track refers to the bond he shares with his
wife, Ellen Manney, part of his life for 38
years, and the closing song, Let Me Rest A
While, echoes that bond. Tune Me Up nods
to musical friend bluesman Yank Rochell.
Several tracks address larger social issues,
the world crisis of refugees and attitudes on
immigration in I Hear The Wind, and then,
Greed Is A Flawed Organizing Principle, a
title that speaks for itself. Another tune, Stephen’s Last Game, looks at the need for refuge up close, inspired Woody Guthrie style
by a newspaper story about an eviction.
Tumultuous times seem to support the
call for music to comfort the soul. Whiteley
hears the call.
“The German word zeitgeist roughly
translates as ‘spirit of the times’ and there
are different challenges at different times,
but I think we’re continuing on a trend of
challenging ourselves and, I think, it’s not
going to get easier but harder as things like
artificial intelligence and climate disrup-

tion continue to role down on us. All we
can hope is that, collectively, we learn to
be kinder to each other and recognize the
responsibility and connectivity that we all
have.”
Whiteley borrows from the gospel
tradition directly and as an inspiration. You
Better Mind came from the Georgia Sea
Island singers, while King’s Highway has
been a favourite for decades, both given
fresh updates. His own Give It Up To God
was written at a Caribbean yoga retreat.
“I’ve performed a lot of full-on gospel
over the years and for 18 years now I’ve
done a Sunday afternoon gospel series in
Toronto that runs the gamut in varieties of
faith, from all-Jews to Indigenous people to
all-Christians. I understand the word ‘god’
puts some people off but for me, personally,
it’s a simple expression about wanting to
connect with the divine.”
With a contrasting hint of secular awe,
he’s caught up in science and quantum
physics on A Talk With Time, and with the
microscopic world inside us on Beneath
Our Skin.
“I don’t see science and religion as separate camps. They are both ways of trying
to express truth. We function as if we’re
complete individuals and yet our bodies are
made up of billions of living organisms that
have some kind of consciousness. It’s fun to
point that out, just as the relativity of time is
not fixed as we usually think it is.”
One truth of Ken Whiteley is that he’s a
deep thinker with a strong work ethic.
My call interrupted an “odds’n’sods” day
at Whiteley’s Toronto recording studio as
he was putting touches on several different
projects he’s producing. To date, he has
overseen nearly 140 albums, inspiring dozens of award nominations, and two Junos,
and some eight million sales, many through
the label he co-founded, Borealis Records.
“I love making records because it involves
different parts of the brain besides performing. When you’re producing another
artist there’s the intellectual part and the
psychological part, like how to get the best
performance out of them, what musicians to
use, and how they’re going to compliment
that artist; all kinds of aspects.”
Apart from Whiteley’s mess of guitars and
other strings, keyboards, vibes, and washtub
bass, Calm In The Eye Of The Storm features a cast of about 20, regulars such as his

son, Ben, on string bass and drums, bassists
George Koller and Gord Mowat, Cathy
Fink’s banjo and Njacko Backo’s flexatone.
Then there are eight more singers, starting
with Eve Goldberg and two sets of sisters,
Nikki and Gloria Brown, and Amoy and
Ciceal Levy, his vocal collaborators over
some 25 years now.
Despite that list, most tracks only involve
two or three or four musicians. Less can be
more listenable, and who knows how you
might be listening these days? Whiteley has
mixed feelings about the changes that have
taken place in the streaming era.
“Artists still enjoy working on recordings
but it used to be that you could tour and recoup your expenses from album sales. Folk
music is still a little more CD-friendly than
pop music but there’s still a decline in product sales. I’m an artist, I love to do this and
I feel there’s still value in packaging songs
that somehow hang together, that make a
collective statement, and I’m pretty eclectic
so the album is really my own playlist.”
Whiteley was born in the U.S., the son of
Canadian teachers who moved back to Canada when he was five. He still has a kinship
with his American relatives and enjoys his
dual citizenship to tour down there off and
on, putting in about 60 to 70 shows a year

across the continent.
That’s less than he used to because he
likes to spend more time at home now, but
he is happy with the Home Routes tours
that have set up a circuit for house concerts
across Canada.
“Whether it’s somebody’s living room or
a huge auditorium, a full room always feels
good.”
Some of them come no doubt to see
Whiteley the legend, who (along with his
older brother, Chris Whiteley) was a member of the seminal Original Sloth Band in
the 1960s, and an early ambassador for folk
music in Canada. Or maybe they’re drawn
to Whiteley the walking musicologist who
might trace the connections between Son
House, Muddy Waters, Johnny Winters, and
the Rolling Stones.
Whatever the reason, chances are they’re
won over by the supple force of Whiteley’s
warm personality and skill at telling a tale
in music.
“Having an understanding of folk music
is incredibly valuable but I still see myself
as an artist and part of that is an openness to
whatever exists, to whatever your perceptions bring. It’s like a muscle that you
exercise and hopefully it stays in shape, and
you become part of this larger continuum.”
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